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INTRODUCTION

The display industry has rapidly developed during last

decade with the technical convolution of touch pad, smart TV

and mobile phone. The expandability and applicability of display

technology has changed our lifestyle from home appliance to

versatile devices such as mobile touch pad, smart TV and phone.

In the display product line, the glass inspection equipment

has played a role of preconditioning process to supply the un-

tainted glass board for LCD and OLED panels. According to

tendency of technical diversification and improvement, the

manufacturing technology of large flat panel tends to move to

use higher quality glass board. In flat panel manufacturing

equipments, the micro-crack inspection system of the large

glass board conveyer is an important module to reduce further

processing of defective product and overall cost. The optical

inspection module especially provides the preliminary process

before the main product processes. Many optical methods have

been tried to inspect micro-cracks in silicon wafer1-5, optical

substrate6,7, metal surface8 and others where difficult to use

direct inspection9-11. The other conventional inspection method

of vision system with CCTV could have not offered an expected

test error rate due to its insufficient accuracy. The vision system
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method based on the pixel variation from rapidly conveying

glass board and the fake crack and the stain also generate the

same pixel variation like that of real crack. This vision

inspection module using CCTV executes the distinguishing

function for real micro cracks from glass board defects with

an algorism developed from accumulated data12. The detection

algorism of vision inspection system, of course, have improved

the accuracy to the considerable level, but the product field

still suffer from the unexpected fault detection of fake crack

and stain. Though many inspection methods have been tried

to reduce the false decision and speed up the inspection, it is

not easy to raise the accuracy to the level of the perfect perfor-

mance under real operational environment. Considering the

loss of productivity that caused by a mistake of distinguishing

fake and real cracks in the glass inspection process, the addi-

tional and improved detection system is essential and burning

problem.

The additional algorism and optical inspection module is

proposed to reduce the loss of productivity in the product line

of LCD and OLED glass boards. The optical inspection system

composed of a modulated near infrared laser as a light source

and an optical detection module to improve the distinguishing

ability of fake and real cracks.



In this study, we propose the newly developed laser

inspection module for distinguishing fake and real cracks from

suspected defects of LCD and OLED glass boards. This preli-

minary inspection process was performed during the glass

boards moving on the conveyer system. The experimental result

and theoretical explanation was analyzed considering the real

operational environment.

Optical inspection based on the modulated infrared

laser: The conventional vision inspection with CCTV detects

the micro crack by indirect measurement. This method collects

the changed pixel number and image pattern that caused by

any suspicious defects of glass board moving rapidly. The

shaped pattern of changed pixels needs the secondary review

algorism if it should coincide with the accumulated crack shape

data. However, the serious confusion may come from a fake

crack that similarly shaped with real crack. The mistake could

be happened due to the insufficient information about the

suspicious cracks. The additional and decisional information

for distinguishing real and fake cracks should be provided to

prevent misjudgement.

Fig. 1 shows the transmission spectra of glass board and

one of fake cracks. The largest difference between the transmi-

ssions of glass board and fake crack was around 976 nm.
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Fig. 1. Spectral absorbance of the glass board and the stain

There are many kinds of fake cracks with different trans-

missions. The fake crack we investigated was a transparent

stain in visible region. It shows the maximum absorbance of

0.2 around 976 nm while the glass board was transparent at

the same wavelength region. In other wavelength region, the

difference of absorbance between the glass board and the stain

was not over 0.035. Many types of fake cracks show similar

pattern of transmission spectra as shown in Fig. 1 even if those

transmission were different at given wavelength region. It

depends on the detergent for washing glass surfaces. Most

corporations use different detergent and unwillingly open to

the public.

Fig. 2 is the schematic illustration for real and fake crack

detection. A pulse modulated near infrared laser was used for

an optical signal source. In case of fake crack, the detected

optical signal depends only on the transmittance of stain as

shown in Fig. 1. However, in the case of real crack, the intensity

of the detected optical signal can be anomalistically changed.

The shape of the real crack has no pattern, but the width usually

is limited to be narrower than fake crack. The transmitted laser
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of (a) fake and (b) real cracks detection

pulse intensity could not be certain valued. In real application

of the laser inspection method, the focal length and the detection

length are floating factors depending on the installation

environment of the optical inspection module. The laser inspec-

tion module must include the solid frame to maintain the

operational conditions.

The modulation frequency of the pulsed laser was controlled

to match up to the moving speed of glass board and the

resolution of the detection device. When the moving speed of

glass board was 300 mm/s, the modulation frequency of the

laser was controlled to 30 kHz to get a resolution of 0.01 mm,

in other words, the glass board moves 0.01 mm at that time

interval. The faster moving speed or the higher resolution, the

higher modulation frequency was required. In case of the vision

inspection system, the higher moving speed and the higher

resolution were limited by the many stepped and complicated

algorism. On the other hand, the laser inspection method that

proposed in this study hardly has a limitation in the choice of

moving speed and resolution.

Fig. 3 is the transmitted optical signal ratio for the incident

laser power with the laser wavelength. Seven wavelengths of

543, 589, 633, 808, 850, 980, 1064 nm of the incident laser

were tried for the same fake crack. As shown in Fig. 3, the

transmitted signal varied with the incident laser wavelength.

This experimental data is useful to choose an optimal laser

wavelength to distinguish the fake and real cracks. The larger

the difference of transmitted optical signal ratio between fake

and real cracks, the easier distinguishing is possible.
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Fig. 3. Transmitted signal ratio of the stain with incident laser wavelength
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Fig. 4 shows the transmitted optical signal ratio of four

different laser wavelengths of 785, 850, 980 and 1064 nm for

the fake crack detection. The number and the shape of the

attenuated data points were nearly same regardless of incident

laser wavelength. The only transmitted optical signal ratio

showed the wavelength dependence, which were the concerted

results to Figs. 1 and 3.
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Fig. 4. Transmitted optical signal ratio of four different laser wavelengths

for the fake crack detection

Fig. 5 representatively shows the theoretical explanation

how to get the information of a crack width and find out the

distinction between real and fake cracks. Usually the crack

direction is perpendicular the moving direction of glass board

as shown in Fig. 5(a). The cracked positions usually are at the

edge of the glass board. Of course, there is an exception in the

crack direction and position, but Fig. 5 shows the general case

of real crack for easy understanding. The detected power level

of laser pulses provides the distinction between true and fake

cracks and the number of attenuated laser pulses indicates the

width of the crack formed in the glass board. The smaller laser

spot size, the clearer data points obtained.
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Fig. 5. (a) Scanning crack, (b) incident laser pulses and (c) detected laser

pulses when the modulation frequency was applied to get the

information of a crack width from the attenuated time interval

Fig. 6 is the magnified picture of a real crack formed in

the edge of LCD glass board. For size estimation the glass

board placed on the millimeter graticule. Case A is narrow

region and case B is wide region of the same crack. As shown

in Fig. 6, the detected attenuated time interval depends on the

1 mm
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Fig. 6. Picture of a real crack formed in the LCD glass board

scanning position even the same crack. Actually, the figure of

most detected crack is like case B and rarely sometimes like

case A. The modulation frequency should be raised to catch

the crack of case A under high moving speed of glass board.

The developed laser inspection module can easily reach to the

resolution of micron by controlling modulation frequency of

the laser.

Fig. 7 is the detected laser pulse signal for a real crack

when the spot diameter of focused laser pulse was 0.1 mm.

The case A is narrow and the case B is wide comparing two

cases. The detected optical signal data points showed the

unshaped and irregular pattern. The incident laser wavelength

was 1064 nm, near infrared to get an obvious variation in

transmitted optical signal ratio. The attenuated time interval

of case A and case B were 0.10 and 0.15 mm, respectively and

the number of attenuated light signal were about ten and fifteen,

respectively. The crack width, w, can be calculated with the

equation of w = n × (v/n), where n is the number of attenuated

light signal, f is the modulation frequency of laser and v is the

moving speed of glass board.
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Fig. 7. Detected laser pulse signal for a real crack

Conclusion

The newly developed laser inspection method to distin-

guish fake and real cracks from suspicious defect in the glass

boards of LCD and OLED was proposed with the experimental

and theoretical results. The modulation frequency and the

moving speed of the glass board was discussed in the range of

around 30 kHz and 300 mm/s. The detected optical signal

transmittance for the real and fake cracks was obtained in field

application of the glass board conveyer. The laser inspection
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module can be a subsidiary module to improve the detection

accuracy for any suspicious defects in the glass boards. The

optical inspection resolution depending on the modulation

frequency was possibly up to sub-micron level at meters per

second moving speed of glass board conveyer.
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